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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

An ultrasonic orthopaedic surgical device is presented, where the ultrasonic actuation relies on a modification of the classical cymbal transducer. All current devices consist of a Langevin ultrasonic transducer with a tuned cutting blade attached, where resonance is required to provide sufficient vibrational amplitude to cut bone. However, this requirement restricts the geometry and offers little opportunity to propose miniaturised devices or complex blades. The class V flextensional cymbal transducer is proposed here as the basis for a new design, where the cymbal delivers the required vibrational amplitude, and the design of the attached cutting insert can be tailored for the required cut. Consequently, the device can be optimised to deliver an accurate and precise cutting capability. A prototype device is presented, based on the cymbal configuration and designed to operate at 25.5 kHz with a displacement amplitude of 30 μm at 300 V. Measurements of vibrational and impedance responses elucidate the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the device. Subsequent cutting tests on rat femur demonstrate device performance consistent with a commercial Langevin-based ultrasonic device and show that cutting is achieved using less electrical power and a lower piezoceramic volume. Histological analysis exhibits a higher proportion of live cells in the region around the cut site for the cymbal device than for a powered sagittal or a manual saw, demonstrating the potential for the ultrasonic device to result in faster healing.

\textcopyright 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (\textcolor{red}{http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/}).

1. Introduction

Ultrasonic cutting devices have been developed for use in a number of orthodontic and surgical procedures, for example in oral prophylaxis \cite{1}, periodontics \cite{2}, and soft \cite{3} and hard \cite{4} tissue dissections. The increasing number of surgeons adopting ultrasonic devices has increased the demand for devices capable of procedures where delicate tissue structures must be protected, and at surgical sites that are difficult to access. This presents challenges in design for miniaturisation and for the incorporation of more complex geometries. Currently, ultrasonic surgical devices most commonly consist of a Langevin piezoelectric transducer with an insert, such as a cutting blade, attached, where both the transducer and cutting insert are tuned to resonate in a longitudinal mode at a low ultrasonic frequency, usually in the 20–60 kHz range. Langevin transducers incorporate a stack of piezoceramic discs or rings, and a Langevin-type device must be in resonance to achieve sufficient ultrasonic displacement amplitude at the cutting tip, usually in the order of several tens of microns. The requirement for resonance places design constraints on the geometry of ultrasonic devices.

For longitudinal-mode resonance, the device geometry must be a multiple of a half-wavelength at the operating frequency. If required, combined longitudinal-flexural \cite{5} or longitudinal-torsional \cite{6} motions of the cutting tip can be introduced through features such as slits in the transducer and/or cutting insert and curved cutting inserts, and this motion can be further controlled by the proximity of features to nodal locations. The cutting insert itself must incorporate amplitude gain, usually achieved through increasing the slenderness of the device towards the cutting tip, but this can result in stress concentrations, causing failure of the insert, and motion consisting of multiple modes of vibration through the excitation of nonlinear responses \cite{7}. There is hence an opportunity to design ultrasonic orthopaedic devices for a much wider range of bone cutting procedures, if the actuation of the transducer alone can excite sufficient ultrasonic amplitude, for example in the order of tens of microns, such that there is no need for the cutting insert to be in resonance. One such potential transducer is the class V flextensional transducer, known as a cymbal. This study reports on the adaptations of the cymbal transducer in the design of an ultrasonic orthopaedic surgical device (UOSD) and on the subsequent characterisation of its performance in comparison with more conventional bone cutting devices. The motivation for the development of the UOSD is to demonstrate that an
ultrasonic device for orthopaedic surgery based on a cymbal transducer can deliver comparable or improved cutting in bone at low electrical power and with lower volume of piezoelectric material than a device based on a Langevin transducer, and that the device can cut successfully without tuning the cutting insert.

1.1. Ultrasonics in bone surgery

The first attempt to introduce ultrasonic technology into bone cutting procedures was a drilling device for dentistry [8]. However, subsequent applications of ultrasonics in dentistry have principally concentrated on dental scaling. A number of inventions by Balamuth formed the foundation for developments in this field. The first of these inventions was a cutting device which incorporated an abrasive slurry [9]. The original device comprised an outer casing with an enclosed magnetostriuctive transducer which was connected to a mechanical amplifier, known as a horn. The horn was secured at one end of the laminated stack of magnetostriuctive material, and a threaded end-section allowed for connection of a cutting insert to the horn. During cutting, the abrasive slurry was applied directly to the bone surface. The device possessed an external flexible sheath, which contained capillary tubing for abrasive slurry delivery to the cut site and also provided cooling for the transducer.

However, it was not until 2001 that the first ultrasonic device for bone surgery procedures was commercialised, called Piezosurgery® [10,11]. Although there is half a century of research and technological advances between the early invention of Balamuth and the launch of the Piezosurgery® device, the basic design elements have remained largely unchanged, with the exception of the replacement of the magnetostriuctive material with piezoelectric ceramics. The Piezosurgery® device comprises a Langevin transducer incorporating a stack of four PZT rings under compression which are coupled to a horn with a threaded end to enable the attachment of different cutting inserts. Inside the transducer body, a tube is introduced, running parallel to the compression bolt, to deliver coolant directly to the cutting tip. The coolant controls the temperature of both the transducer and the cutting site, and also irrigates the cutting site. The Piezosurgery® device operates at a frequency in the range 24–36 kHz. The piezoelectric stack, transducer horn and cutting insert generate micro-vibrations which have a displacement amplitude between 60 µm and 210 µm, depending on which cutting insert is attached, and the displaced electrical input power. The device is able to cut mineralised tissue whilst avoiding damage to surrounding neurovascular and other soft tissues, and delicate connective tissue structures, thereby ensuring enhanced precision and visibility and maintaining a blood-free surgical site.

1.2. The cymbal transducer

Although commercial ultrasonic cutting devices have been adopted for a range of surgical procedures, particularly in oral and maxillofacial surgeries, the limitation of the requirement for resonance can restrict the development of new designs. The cymbal transducer is a type of flextensional transducer that was evolved in the 1990s from the moonie transducer [12]. This class V flextensional transducer consists of a piezoceramic disc, poled in the thickness direction, sandwiched between two domeshaped metal shell end-caps. The resonance frequency of the transducer is dependent on the material properties of the end-caps and their dimensions [13]. Each end-cap possesses a cavity which enables the structure to behave as a mechanical transformer, converting the radial motion of the piezoceramic disc into axial-flexural motion of the end-caps. The mechanical coupling between the piezoceramic disc and the metal end-caps is formed by an epoxy resin. This material acts as a bonding agent, meaning that the conversion of the radial displacement of the piezoceramic to the flexural displacement of the end-caps relies on the formation and strength of this bond.

1.3. Modification of the cymbal for power ultrasonic applications

The mechanical coupling is a limitation for the application of the cymbal transducer in power ultrasonic devices [14–16], where the epoxy resin bond layer is known to fail under ultrasonic vibration. In an attempt to address this, an adaptation of the classical cymbal (CCym) transducer design was fabricated [17], based on the improved cymbal transducer proposed by Lin [16]. This transducer incorporates a piezoceramic disc which is coupled with a metal ring, and fixed with bolts to two end-caps. A high-strength epoxy resin is used to reinforce the mechanical coupling to the piezoceramic disc. This coupling between the end-caps and the piezoceramic disc enables the device to be driven at much higher excitation levels than the CCym transducer. For example, it has been demonstrated that a CCym can be driven at 40 V with a displacement amplitude of approximately 50 µm prior to failure, compared to a displacement amplitude of 90 µm at 100 V for the improved transducer [17]. This displacement amplitude is achievable with the improved transducer, since the mechanical coupling does not rely on the integrity of the epoxy bond layer. Furthermore, the experimental characterisation results of this improved transducer demonstrate that even though the transducer incorporates additional assembly complexity, by the inclusion of threaded bolts and a metal ring, the cavity resonance mode of the transducer matches that of the CCym.

Importantly, for the design of orthopaedic devices, when a metal bar was attached to an end-cap, the displacement amplitude was largely independent of the mass of the bar within the range of masses studied, from 0.39 to 1.48 g, a range that is consistent with small bone cutting blades [18]. Based on the improved transducer, a new configuration was developed for use in power ultrasonic applications [17], referred to as the single output face cymbal transducer (SOFCym), for operation with electrical power of at least 50 W. In this configuration, one of the end-caps is replaced by a supporting back-shell as shown in Fig. 1. A preliminary study of an ultrasonic cutting device based on the SOFCym, which was focussed on transducer design, demonstrated that it could be used to cut bone in ex vivo conditions [19]. This research is extended here to perform design and experimental characterisation of the device and bone-cutting trials. The UOSD under investigation is designed to operate at 25 kHz, which lies within the range of resonance frequencies (typically 20–30 kHz) of commercial ultrasonic surgical devices. By miniaturising the device, there is potential for delicate orthopaedic surgeries to be performed, with less tissue damage, as minimally invasive procedures.

2. Design and fabrication

The schematic of a CCym is shown in Fig. 1(a), where two identical metal end-caps are bonded to a piezoelectric ceramic disc. The SOFCym designed for this study, Fig. 1(b), comprises a single titanium (Ti–6Al–4V) end-cap with a threaded stud for cutting insert attachment, a piezoelectric ceramic disc, and a titanium supporting back-shell. In addition to supporting the end-cap, the back-shell houses the piezoelectric element, in this case a piezoceramic disc (PIC-181, PI Ceramic GmbH), and bonding is achieved with an insulating epoxy resin (Eccobond, Ellsworth Adhesives Ltd) which has a lap shear strength of 17 MPa. The dimensions of the SOFCym components are provided in Table 1.
null
symmetric mode, because the two end-caps oscillate in an identical synchronous motion and out-of-phase with each other. Achieving this symmetric motion relies on the quality and symmetry achieved in the fabrication of the transducer. For the new SOFCym, the single end-cap must also exhibit amplitude uniformity on the apex surface, but for this transducer, the amplitude uniformity relies on the design of the back-shell, which prevents flexure of the piezoceramic disc.

The mode shapes of the SOFCym and the UOSD were predicted using FEA, and measured using EMA, the results of which are shown in Fig. 4 [19]. In the EMA, a 3-D laser Doppler vibrometer was used in conjunction with a data acquisition system (DataPhysics SignalCalc), and the measured frequency response functions were curve-fitted (ME'ScopeVES), to allow extraction of the modal frequencies and mode shapes. The results demonstrate that the design of a UOSD that is based on a cutting insert not tuned to resonance requires the cymbal transducer to be tuned at a much higher frequency than the final operating frequency of the whole UOSD. In this case, the measured dominant cavity mode resonance of the SOFCym transducer is at 46.2 kHz. Unlike devices at resonance based on Langevin transducers, the cutting insert acts as an added mass connected to the output face of the cymbal end-cap, with the result that the UOSD resonance is at 25.4 kHz, around 20 kHz lower than for the SOFCym itself. Therefore, to ensure that the UOSD will be fabricated to work at the desired operating frequency, the mode of the SOFCym and UOSD, with any connected cutting insert, must be predicted accurately at the design stage by FEA, with the objective that once fabricated, the device operating frequency and mode correlate with that calculated from FEA. Fig. 4 shows that close correlation is achieved between the mode shapes and modal frequencies simulated using FEA and measured using EMA, where the difference between the resonance frequencies of the operational mode obtained from EMA and FEA is 1.9% for the SOFCym and 0.4% for the UOSD. The figure also shows that the OT7 cutting insert maintains its operational longitudinal-flexural motion when connected to the SOFCym. This was achieved by designing the operating frequency of the UOSD to be close to the resonance frequency of the Piezosurgery® inserts, to aim for an effective bone cutting device.

The impedance–frequency response of the SOFCym, with and without the OT7 cutting insert connected, was measured and is shown in Fig. 5. The cavity resonance frequency of the SOFCym was identified at 45.7 kHz and the operational resonance frequency of the UOSD was confirmed as 25.4 kHz.

The effect on the operational frequency of the UOSD as a result of attaching different cutting inserts (and therefore different masses) to the SOFCym is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the impedance–frequency spectra measured for the range of...
Piezosurgery® inserts pictured in Fig. 2. It is evident that the resonance frequency does not change significantly for inserts of different mass and shape, and stays within a frequency range that can be tracked by commercial ultrasonic surgical device drive platforms. In addition, the UOSD impedance magnitude at the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies is consistent across the different cutting inserts. These results demonstrate that the operational parameters of the UOSD, particularly the device impedance and resonance frequency, are in general independent of the physical characteristics of the cutting insert, within a range of masses and shapes typical of bone cutting inserts.

A power harmonic analysis of the new SOFCym transducer was conducted using a 1-D LDV, where the displacement amplitude of the cymbal end-cap was measured across a 1 kHz frequency range.
around its cavity resonance frequency. The harmonic analysis was performed as a sinusoidal excitation at a sweep rate of 0.5 Hz s\(^{-1}\) to ensure sufficient resolution to capture any evidence of the jump phenomenon due to non-linear responses. The sweep was also bi-directional, frequency sweep-up followed by frequency sweep-down, so that non-linear responses could be measured and characterised. The results of these measurements, along with the displacement amplitude of the end-cap measured at the cavity resonance frequency, for six input voltages from 3 V to 50 V are shown in Fig. 7.

A resonance peak is exhibited in the displacement amplitude response of the SOFCym at around 45.4 kHz at each input voltage level. Also, the bi-directional sweep data overlaps for each input level, the sweep-up data and sweep-down data coinciding, which demonstrates that there is no unstable region in the vibration response. However, there is evidence of nonlinearity, exhibited here as a decrease in resonance frequency, between 3 V and 30 V, followed by an increase in resonance frequency between 30 V and 50 V, with the 20 V and 30 V response measurements exhibiting as the most symmetrical, indicative of a linear response. A
decreasing frequency with increasing excitation level is consistent with a softening nonlinear characteristic, whereas an increasing frequency is consistent with a hardening nonlinear characteristic. Nonlinear behaviour can arise from a number of sources. For example, nonlinearity can stem from material properties that are known to be strain-dependent, such as mechanical Q-factor [7], and can also appear as a result of internal dissipation of energy in the piezoceramic causing localised stress and heating [7,17], where piezoceramic properties such as Q-factor and dielectric loss depend on vibration amplitude and temperature. Nonlinear responses can also manifest from other sources such as degradation of the epoxy bond layer [7,17,23]. It is likely in this cymbal transducer that competing dominant material sources are responsible for the change from a softening to hardening behaviour at higher excitation, between 20 V and 40 V, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In the FEA simulation, steady-state dynamic analysis was employed for different input voltages. The results shown in Fig. 7(b) demonstrate a close correlation between the measured displacement amplitude data and data calculated from FEA.

4. Cutting performance of the UOSD

A rigid polyurethane foam biomechanical mimic test block was used initially to demonstrate the cutting ability of the UOSD, where the cuts were made by the UOSD operating under constant force. First, the power harmonic analysis method was used to measure the relationship between the UOSD (SOFCym plus OT7) electrical input power and the displacement amplitude at resonance. Secondly, the depth of cut achieved for the same power range was measured for a 5-s cutting duration. These results are shown in Fig. 8, where the displacement amplitude was recorded for the UOSD at the base of the OT7 insert, in order to characterise the axial motion. The results in Fig. 8 show that the electrical power of the UOSD with OT7 insert attached increases both with displacement amplitude, from 8.0 μm to 20.9 μm, and depth of cut, from 0.83 mm to 6.97 mm. The cuts in the biomechanical mimic are shown in Fig. 9.

There is an increase in the achievable depth of cut for increasing UOSD electrical input power. The Piezosurgery® device with an OT7 insert, which is based on a Langevin transducer, requires an axial displacement amplitude at the base of the insert of at least 15 μm for effective cutting [4]. For the UOSD, an electrical input power of around 40–50 W is required to achieve this displacement amplitude, as shown in Fig. 8. In comparing the UOSD with the Piezosurgery® device, both can deliver the same ultrasonic displacement amplitude at the cutting tip by applying the same voltage across the piezoceramic, however, only one disc is required for the UOSD whereas four discs are required for the Piezosurgery® device. From analysis of the experimental results and the FEA, the UOSD has the potential to deliver effective cutting with a much smaller transducer and lower piezoceramic volume than its Langevin-based counterpart.

It has been demonstrated that ultrasonic devices used for bone cutting can exhibit higher precision than non-ultrasonic devices such as bone saws and burs, causing less damage to the surrounding soft and hard tissues, and preserving delicate structures such as connective tissue [22]. Ex vivo cutting tests were conducted using the UOSD with the aim of investigating cell death and cell survival around the cut site. For this study, six fresh rat femurs were acquired, each then cut in two separate locations using the UOSD. Two different operational conditions were investigated, the first without any coolant and the second using a coolant liquid, Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), which was used at physiological concentration and was applied directly to the cutting site. The UOSD in operation being used to cut a bone specimen is shown in Fig. 10.

Once the bones were cut, they were placed in 4% formalin for 18 h before decalcification in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for 6 weeks. The specimens were then embedded in wax,
sectioned and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E). A histological examination was then performed around the cut site to identify live and dead cells, and their locations, as shown in Fig. 11.

Image analysis software (ImageJ) was used to record the position of the lacunae within the bone specimen where the cells (osteocytes) are found. This examination enabled the presence of the cell nuclei to be determined, indicating if the cell was alive or dead. The slide was split into regions of 50 µm from the cut surface. In each region, the quantity of both live and dead cells was recorded and compared statistically using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The live cell percentage data for each region, for cuts made with and without coolant, are shown in Fig. 12.

The results show that there is more than 50% cell death within 50 µm of the cut surface and this value is unaffected by the use of cooling. It is likely that the combination of vibratory cutting action and temperature increase at the cut site causes a high proportion of cell death, even when the site is being cooled during cutting. However, over the next 200 µm of bone, the temperature gradient is steeper for cutting with coolant, with temperature falling towards the threshold of necrosis, resulting in less cell death. Beyond 250 µm the heat generated at the cut site is not sufficient to result in cell death at this distance and the coolant is of no additional benefit.

The effect of the UOSD on cell death during cutting was compared with that found for a sagittal saw (Stryker UK), and a manual...
steel saw [24], all used to cut rat bone. The percentage of live cells was determined using the same histological methods outlined above, and the results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 13.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the UOSD results in less cell death than both the manual and sagittal cutting tool. Analysis by ANOVA with Tukey correction reveals that the UOSD is statistically significantly different to both the manual and sagittal cutting tool from 0 to 200 μm (p < 0.001) and statistically significantly different to the sagittal saw at a distance of 200–250 μm (p = 0.011). No difference in cell death was found above 250 μm (p = 0.55).

Healing and new bone growth occurs due to cellular activity. In cases where fractured bones do not heal, known as non-union, one of the main causes is thought to be due to a fracture gap, or too large an area of biologically inert tissue [25]. By having a smaller zone of dead cells there is less risk of delayed healing or non-union occurring. This may be beneficial if ultrasonic devices can be used when performing bone cuts for orthopaedic implants, where more biologically active tissue close to the implant is known to encourage osteointegration.

5. Conclusions

In this research, an ultrasonic orthopaedic surgical device (UOSD) for bone surgery, based on an adaptation of the cymbal transducer for higher power applications, has been designed, fabricated, characterised and tested. The device assembly comprises a metal end-cap which is coupled to a back-shell, in which the piezoceramic disc is fixed in place. During operation, small radial vibrations of the piezoceramic disc are amplified by the end-cap, thereby producing a single radiating output face with sufficient axial amplitude to actuate an orthopaedic cutting blade. The geometry of the end-cap dictates the cavity resonance frequency of the SOFCym and the subsequent operating frequency of the UOSD is modified by the mass of the attached cutting insert. The back-shell geometry is critical for ensuring that flexural motions of the piezoceramic disc are avoided. A geometry is proposed that is effective for bone cutting at a frequency close to 25 kHz, with all the design analysis achieved through FEA. The end-cap is fabricated to incorporate a threaded stud, which enables the connection of a range of cutting inserts. The experimental characterisation of the device has demonstrated that a high level of correlation is achieved with the FEA estimations of modal frequency and mode shape. It is also shown that the UOSD exhibits weak nonlinear behaviour in the range of driving excitation levels, but can deliver sufficient ultrasonic displacement amplitude to cut bone, consistent with commercial devices. The added advantage is that this displacement amplitude is achieved with only one piezoceramic disc in a much smaller overall device.

Characterisation of the cutting performance demonstrated the potential of the UOSD, where precision cutting was achieved in animal bone, with a commercial cutting insert (Mectron S.p.A.) attached to the device. Bone cutting tests were conducted using the UOSD and the percentage of live/dead cells at a range of distances from the cut surface was compared with that found for a sagittal saw and a manual saw. Cuts performed with the UOSD resulted in significantly less cell death up to 250 μm from the cut surface compared with the currently used sagittal saw. The reduction in cell death has a clinical importance, since a higher number of living cells can improve healing after surgery.
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